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Component-based engineering
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• Systems are not built from scratch 

• Right level of abstraction for: 
• composition 
• reuse of building blocks 
• analysis 
• guarantee properties by construction
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Two main approaches

Architecture-basedArchitecture-agnostic
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Architecture-agnostic approach
Coordination primitives are mixed-up with functional behaviour 

JavaBIP: a Framework for Coordination of Software Components
Anastasia Mavridou, Alina Zolotukhina, Simon Bliudze (RiSD, EPFL), Radoslaw Szymanek (Crossing-Tech)

Introduction
When building concurrent systems, one of the key difficulties lies
in coordinating component behaviour. Low-level coordination prim-
itives, such as locks and monitors, are mixed up with the functional
code, forcing developers to keep in mind both aspects simultane-
ously. However, since in concurrent environments it is difficult to
envision all possible execution scenarios, synchronization errors
can result in race conditions and deadlocks.

• Simple and powerful coordination mechanism
•Offers separation of concerns:
1. Behaviour – components represented by FSM
2. Interaction – synchronizations between components
3. Priority – conflict resolution between interactions

JavaBIP
• adapts BIP concepts for Java
• associates FSM transitions to API

methods
• enforces a component to take an

action or to react to external events

JavaBIP workflow:

¨ Provide JavaBIP model
≠ Translate to BIP model
Æ Analyze safety properties
Ø Refine JavaBIP model
∞ Execute

System Specification:

•Behaviour: an FSM per
component

•Glue: interaction model
•Data-wires: data exchanged

between components

Benefits:
XUsability: separates functional

from coordination code
XPower: generalizes the actor

approach, allows synchronous
and asynchronous coordination

XCorrectness: provides way to
analyze safety properties

XExogeneity: does not require
access to source code

Example of modelling with JavaBIP: Publish-Subscribe
Connector: strong
synchronization

Asynchronous
event notification

Enforceable transi-
tion: controlled by
the engine

Spontaneous tran-
sition: triggered by
a an external event

JavaBIP Software Architecture
•Behaviour specification

contains calls to API
methods of source code

•Executors communicate
with the Engine and
control functional code

•Engine consists of the
kernel and a stack of
Coordinators. It is:
– Extensible
– Efficient, based on

Binary Decision Diagrams
(BDD)

1 public class CommandBuffer {

2

3 private LinkedList<Command> commandList;

4 private int bufferSize;

5 private final Lock lock=new ReentrantLock();

6 private final Condition notFull=

7 lock.newCondition();

8 private final Condition notEmpty=

9 lock.newCondition();

10

11 public CommandBuffer(int bufferSize){

12 this.bufferSize=bufferSize;

13 this.commandList=new LinkedList<Command>();}

14

15 public Command get(){

16 this.lock.lock();

17 try {

18 while(this.commandList.isEmpty()){

19 this.notEmpty.await();

20 }

21 Command c=this.commandList.remove();

22 this.notFull.signal();

23 return c;

24 } catch (InterruptedException e) {

25 e.printStackTrace();

26 } finally{

27 this.lock.unlock();

28 }

29 return null;

30 }

31

32 public void put(Command cmd){

33 this.lock.lock();

34 try {

35 while(this.commandList.size()==

36 this.bufferSize){

37 this.not_full.await();

38 }

39 this.commandList.add(command);

40 this.not_empty.signal();

41 } catch (InterruptedException e) {

42 e.printStackTrace();

43 } finally{

44 this.lock.unlock();

45 }

46 }

47 }

Native Java code

JavaBIP Behaviour Specification

1 @Ports({

2 @Port(name="put", type=PortType.enforceable),

3 @Port(name="get", type=PortType.enforceable)})

4 @ComponentType(initial="0", name="CommandBuffer")

5 public class CommandBuffer {

6

7 private LinkedList<Command> commandList;

8 private int bufferSize;

9

10 public CommandBuffer(int bufferSize){

11 this.bufferSize = bufferSize;

12 this.commandList = new LinkedList<Command>();}

13

14 @Transition(name="get", source="0",

15 target="0", guard="notEmpty")

16 public void get() {commandList.remove();}

17

18 @Guard(name="notEmpty")

19 public boolean notEmpty() {

20 return !commandList.isEmpty();}

21

22 @Transition(name="put", source="0",

23 target="0", guard="notFull")

24 public void put(@Data(name="input") Command cmd)

25 {commandList.add(cmd);}

26

27 @Guard(name="notFull")

28 public boolean notFull() {

29 return commandList.size() < bufferSize;}

30

31 @Data(name="command")

32 public Command getNextCommand() {

33 return commandList.get(0);}

34 }

1 <require>

2 <effect id=” g i v e ” specType=” TCPReader ”/>
3 <causes>

4 <port id=” p u t ” specType=” CommandBuffer ”/>
5 </causes>

6 </require>

7 <accept>

8 <effect id=” g i v e ” specType=” TCPReader ”/>
9 <causes>

10 <port id=” p u t ” specType=” CommandBuffer ”/>
11 </causes>

12 </accept>

JavaBIP Glue Specification

1 <wire>

2 <from specType=” TCPReader ” id=” r e a d e r I n p u t ”/>
3 <to specType=” CommandBuffer ” id=” i n p u t ”/>
4 </wire>

JavaBIP Data-wire Specification

JavaBIP Specifications vs. Java Native Code

Performance evaluation

Average engine execution time BDD Manager peak memory usage
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Architecture-agnostic approach
Coordination primitives are mixed-up with functional behaviour 

JavaBIP: a Framework for Coordination of Software Components
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Introduction
When building concurrent systems, one of the key difficulties lies
in coordinating component behaviour. Low-level coordination prim-
itives, such as locks and monitors, are mixed up with the functional
code, forcing developers to keep in mind both aspects simultane-
ously. However, since in concurrent environments it is difficult to
envision all possible execution scenarios, synchronization errors
can result in race conditions and deadlocks.

• Simple and powerful coordination mechanism
•Offers separation of concerns:
1. Behaviour – components represented by FSM
2. Interaction – synchronizations between components
3. Priority – conflict resolution between interactions

JavaBIP
• adapts BIP concepts for Java
• associates FSM transitions to API

methods
• enforces a component to take an

action or to react to external events

JavaBIP workflow:

¨ Provide JavaBIP model
≠ Translate to BIP model
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Ø Refine JavaBIP model
∞ Execute
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•Behaviour: an FSM per
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•Glue: interaction model
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1 public class CommandBuffer {

2

3 private LinkedList<Command> commandList;

4 private int bufferSize;

5 private final Lock lock=new ReentrantLock();
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9 lock.newCondition();

10

11 public CommandBuffer(int bufferSize){
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13 this.commandList=new LinkedList<Command>();}

14

15 public Command get(){

16 this.lock.lock();

17 try {

18 while(this.commandList.isEmpty()){

19 this.notEmpty.await();

20 }

21 Command c=this.commandList.remove();
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26 } finally{
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35 while(this.commandList.size()==

36 this.bufferSize){

37 this.not_full.await();
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39 this.commandList.add(command);

40 this.not_empty.signal();

41 } catch (InterruptedException e) {

42 e.printStackTrace();
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Native Java code

JavaBIP Behaviour Specification

1 @Ports({

2 @Port(name="put", type=PortType.enforceable),

3 @Port(name="get", type=PortType.enforceable)})

4 @ComponentType(initial="0", name="CommandBuffer")

5 public class CommandBuffer {

6

7 private LinkedList<Command> commandList;

8 private int bufferSize;

9

10 public CommandBuffer(int bufferSize){

11 this.bufferSize = bufferSize;

12 this.commandList = new LinkedList<Command>();}

13

14 @Transition(name="get", source="0",

15 target="0", guard="notEmpty")

16 public void get() {commandList.remove();}

17

18 @Guard(name="notEmpty")

19 public boolean notEmpty() {

20 return !commandList.isEmpty();}

21

22 @Transition(name="put", source="0",

23 target="0", guard="notFull")

24 public void put(@Data(name="input") Command cmd)

25 {commandList.add(cmd);}

26

27 @Guard(name="notFull")

28 public boolean notFull() {

29 return commandList.size() < bufferSize;}

30

31 @Data(name="command")

32 public Command getNextCommand() {

33 return commandList.get(0);}

34 }

1 <require>

2 <effect id=” g i v e ” specType=” TCPReader ”/>
3 <causes>

4 <port id=” p u t ” specType=” CommandBuffer ”/>
5 </causes>

6 </require>

7 <accept>

8 <effect id=” g i v e ” specType=” TCPReader ”/>
9 <causes>

10 <port id=” p u t ” specType=” CommandBuffer ”/>
11 </causes>

12 </accept>

JavaBIP Glue Specification

1 <wire>

2 <from specType=” TCPReader ” id=” r e a d e r I n p u t ”/>
3 <to specType=” CommandBuffer ” id=” i n p u t ”/>
4 </wire>

JavaBIP Data-wire Specification

JavaBIP Specifications vs. Java Native Code

Performance evaluation

Average engine execution time BDD Manager peak memory usage
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Architecture-based approach
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Introduction
When building concurrent systems, one of the key difficulties lies
in coordinating component behaviour. Low-level coordination prim-
itives, such as locks and monitors, are mixed up with the functional
code, forcing developers to keep in mind both aspects simultane-
ously. However, since in concurrent environments it is difficult to
envision all possible execution scenarios, synchronization errors
can result in race conditions and deadlocks.

• Simple and powerful coordination mechanism
•Offers separation of concerns:
1. Behaviour – components represented by FSM
2. Interaction – synchronizations between components
3. Priority – conflict resolution between interactions

JavaBIP
• adapts BIP concepts for Java
• associates FSM transitions to API

methods
• enforces a component to take an

action or to react to external events

JavaBIP workflow:

¨ Provide JavaBIP model
≠ Translate to BIP model
Æ Analyze safety properties
Ø Refine JavaBIP model
∞ Execute

System Specification:

•Behaviour: an FSM per
component

•Glue: interaction model
•Data-wires: data exchanged

between components

Benefits:
XUsability: separates functional

from coordination code
XPower: generalizes the actor

approach, allows synchronous
and asynchronous coordination

XCorrectness: provides way to
analyze safety properties

XExogeneity: does not require
access to source code

Example of modelling with JavaBIP: Publish-Subscribe
Connector: strong
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Asynchronous
event notification

Enforceable transi-
tion: controlled by
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Spontaneous tran-
sition: triggered by
a an external event

JavaBIP Software Architecture
•Behaviour specification

contains calls to API
methods of source code

•Executors communicate
with the Engine and
control functional code

•Engine consists of the
kernel and a stack of
Coordinators. It is:
– Extensible
– Efficient, based on

Binary Decision Diagrams
(BDD)

1 public class CommandBuffer {

2

3 private LinkedList<Command> commandList;

4 private int bufferSize;

5 private final Lock lock=new ReentrantLock();

6 private final Condition notFull=

7 lock.newCondition();

8 private final Condition notEmpty=

9 lock.newCondition();

10

11 public CommandBuffer(int bufferSize){

12 this.bufferSize=bufferSize;

13 this.commandList=new LinkedList<Command>();}

14

15 public Command get(){

16 this.lock.lock();

17 try {

18 while(this.commandList.isEmpty()){

19 this.notEmpty.await();

20 }

21 Command c=this.commandList.remove();

22 this.notFull.signal();

23 return c;

24 } catch (InterruptedException e) {

25 e.printStackTrace();

26 } finally{

27 this.lock.unlock();

28 }

29 return null;

30 }

31

32 public void put(Command cmd){

33 this.lock.lock();

34 try {

35 while(this.commandList.size()==

36 this.bufferSize){

37 this.not_full.await();

38 }

39 this.commandList.add(command);

40 this.not_empty.signal();

41 } catch (InterruptedException e) {

42 e.printStackTrace();

43 } finally{

44 this.lock.unlock();

45 }

46 }

47 }

Native Java code

JavaBIP Behaviour Specification

1 @Ports({

2 @Port(name="put", type=PortType.enforceable),

3 @Port(name="get", type=PortType.enforceable)})

4 @ComponentType(initial="0", name="CommandBuffer")

5 public class CommandBuffer {

6

7 private LinkedList<Command> commandList;

8 private int bufferSize;

9

10 public CommandBuffer(int bufferSize){

11 this.bufferSize = bufferSize;

12 this.commandList = new LinkedList<Command>();}

13

14 @Transition(name="get", source="0",

15 target="0", guard="notEmpty")

16 public void get() {commandList.remove();}

17

18 @Guard(name="notEmpty")

19 public boolean notEmpty() {

20 return !commandList.isEmpty();}

21

22 @Transition(name="put", source="0",

23 target="0", guard="notFull")

24 public void put(@Data(name="input") Command cmd)

25 {commandList.add(cmd);}

26

27 @Guard(name="notFull")

28 public boolean notFull() {

29 return commandList.size() < bufferSize;}

30

31 @Data(name="command")

32 public Command getNextCommand() {

33 return commandList.get(0);}

34 }

1 <require>

2 <effect id=” g i v e ” specType=” TCPReader ”/>
3 <causes>

4 <port id=” p u t ” specType=” CommandBuffer ”/>
5 </causes>

6 </require>

7 <accept>

8 <effect id=” g i v e ” specType=” TCPReader ”/>
9 <causes>

10 <port id=” p u t ” specType=” CommandBuffer ”/>
11 </causes>

12 </accept>

JavaBIP Glue Specification

1 <wire>

2 <from specType=” TCPReader ” id=” r e a d e r I n p u t ”/>
3 <to specType=” CommandBuffer ” id=” i n p u t ”/>
4 </wire>

JavaBIP Data-wire Specification

JavaBIP Specifications vs. Java Native Code

Performance evaluation

Average engine execution time BDD Manager peak memory usage
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Consumer

Producer-Consumer design pattern
…

…

Coordination defined independently from functional behaviour 

consume() {consume() {
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Architecture-based approach

Functional behaviour

Coordination 
Separation of concerns and abstraction!

7

Shifts the focus of developers from low-level code to high-level structures 
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Objectives
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• Manage system complexity 
• Raise the abstraction level 

• Expressive enough to avoid ad-hoc solutions 
• Simple enough to be acceptable by engineers 

• Bridging the gap between models and code 
• Raising abstraction level increases the gap 
• Model and implementation must be equivalent 

• Build solid and light-weight bridges
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Unifying modelling formalism

• Solid: 
• Clearly established formal semantics 
• Encompassing heterogeneity 

• interaction,  
• execution 

• Proven code generation chain 

• Light-weight: 
• Clear, accessible formal semantics 
• Minimal set of primitives 
• Separation of concerns 

• computation and 
• coordination 

• Efficient implementation

9
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Unifying modelling formalism

• Solid: 
• Clearly established formal semantics 
• Encompassing heterogeneity 

• interaction,  
• execution 

• Proven code generation chain 

• Light-weight: 
• Clear, accessible formal semantics 
• Minimal set of primitives 
• Separation of concerns 

• computation and 
• coordination 

• Efficient implementation

10
BIP (Behaviour-Interaction-Priority) is such a formalism



Rigorous system design
A sequence of semantics-preserving transformations 
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Rigorous system design

• Models progressively refined with new information 
• In light blue — provided by the designer 
• In black — generated by automatic transformation tools

12

• Component 
design in any 
supported 
formalism 

Translation 
into BIP 

• Application 
model in BIP 

• HW architecture 
• Mapping 

Model 
transformation • Abstract system 

model in BIP 
• Communication 
protocol 

Model 
transformation 

• Concrete system 
model in BIP 

Code 
generation • Generated C 

code 

Simulation and 
execution 
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Application model

• Application model is 
designed directly in BIP 
or… 

• …using a language 
factory transformation from 
• C, AADL, NesC/TinyOS, Matlab/

Simulink, Lustre, DOL, GeNoM 

• Safety properties are 
verified on this model 
• Compositional and incremental 

deadlock detection 

13

• Component 
design in any 
supported 
formalism 

Translation 
into BIP 

• Application 
model in BIP 

• HW architecture 
• Mapping 

Model 
transformation • Abstract system 

model in BIP 
• Communication 
protocol 

Model 
transformation 

• Concrete system 
model in BIP 

Code 
generation • Generated C 

code 

Simulation and 
execution 

Deadlock 
 analysis
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Abstract system model

• Abstract system model is 
generated by a 
transformation using 
• The model of the target execution 

platform (processor(s), memory, 
etc.) 

• A mapping of atomic components 
to the processing units 

• It takes in account  
• Hardware architecture constraints 

(e.g. mutual exclusion) 
• Execution times of atomic actions 
• Scheduling policies seeking 

optimal resource utilisation.

14

• Component 
design in any 
supported 
formalism 

Translation 
into BIP 

• Application 
model in BIP 

• HW architecture 
• Mapping 

Model 
transformation • Abstract system 

model in BIP 
• Communication 
protocol 

Model 
transformation 

• Concrete system 
model in BIP 

Code 
generation • Generated C 

code 

Simulation and 
execution 

Performance  
optimisation
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Concrete system model

• Concrete system model is obtained by expressing high 
level BIP coordination mechanisms… 
• Atomic multiparty interactions 
• Priorities 

• …by using primitives of the execution platform 
•  For example, protocols using asynchronous message passing

15

• Component 
design in any 
supported 
formalism 

Translation 
into BIP 

• Application 
model in BIP 

• HW architecture 
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• Communication 
protocol 

Model 
transformation 

• Concrete system 
model in BIP 

Code 
generation • Generated C 

code 

Simulation and 
execution 
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Code generation

• C++ code automatically generated  

• Generated code is monolithic,  
• minimising the coordination overhead 

16

• Component 
design in any 
supported 
formalism 

Translation 
into BIP 

• Application 
model in BIP 

• HW architecture 
• Mapping 
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model in BIP 
• Communication 
protocol 
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transformation 

• Concrete system 
model in BIP 
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generation • Generated C 

code 

Simulation and 
execution 
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Component-based design
Component design by refinement

Three layers:

1 Component
behaviour

2 Coordination

3 Data transfer

SC 2011 — S. Bliudze, J. Sifakis, “Synthesizing Glue Operators...” — Zürich, June 30th , 2011 — 8 / 29
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A.x = max (B.y, C.z)

14

• Three layers
• Component behaviour
• Coordination
• Data transfer The BIP framework

Operational semantics, engine-based execution, practical examples 
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• Interesting results already at this abstraction level
• Detection of synchronisation deadlocks 

S. Bensalem, M. Bozga, J. Sifakis, T.-H. Nguyen.  
DFinder: A Tool for Compositional Deadlock Detection and Verification [CAV’09] 

• Synthesis of glue for safety properties 
S. Bliudze and J. Sifakis.  
Synthesizing Glue Operators from Glue Constraints for the Construction of Component-
Based Systems [SC’11]

A.x = max (B.y, C.z)

18

• Three layers
• Component behaviour 
• Coordination 
• Data transfer
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Components
0: input(m,n>0);  
1: while(m != n){ 
2:  if (m > n) 
3:    m = m - n; 
4:  else //m < n 
5:    n = n - m; 
6: } 
7: //m=n=gcd(m,n)

• Taking a transition 
1. is allowed if the guard evaluates to true 
2. executes the action 
3. updates current state

19

label, [guard], action

0

1

7

3

5

2

in
pu
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]
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 > n]
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Connectors

• Connectors are tree-like structures 
•  ports as leaves and nodes of two types 

• Triggers (diamonds) — nodes that can “initiate” an interaction 
• Synchrons (bullets) — nodes that can only “join” an interaction 

initiated by others

20

tick1 tick2 tick3

p + pq + pr + pqr

tick1

p q r

tick2 tick3
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Connector examples

21

Strong synchronisation: pqr 

Broadcast: p + pq + pr + pqr 

Atomic broadcast: p + pqr 

Causal chain: p + pq + pqr + pqrs 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Connector examples
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Practical example

COM

ADCS EPS

I2C

Attitude Determination  
and Control Subsystem

Electrical Power 
Subsystem

Communication 
 Subsystem

Command and Data 
Management Subsystem

25

Error 
Logging

Flash 
Memory

HK 
CDMS

I2C-sat

HK PL HK EPS HK 
COM

CDMS

Satellite software design with BIP framework

Pagnamenta Marco
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Nominal housekeeping routine
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Example 2
Stopping housekeeping
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The BIP language

Mutual exclusion example
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3 layers

A behaviour is a Finite State Machine       
An interaction is a set of ports that synchronise 
Interaction and Priority are collectively called Glue 

• BIP stands for Behaviour, Interaction, Priority
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Component-based construction

• Build a component C satisfying a given property P from: 
• C0 a set of atomic components 
• GL = {gl1, …, gli, …} a set of glue operators on components

38

Joseph Sifakis       Distributed Embedded Systems    Nov. 21-24 2005 5

Component-based construction – formal framework 

Pb:Build a component C satisfying a given property P, from
•C0 a set of atomic components
•GL ={gl1, …, gli, …} a set of glue operators on components

c1 c’1
gl1

c2 c’2 

gl12
sat Pgl2

• Components are terms of an algebra of terms (C, ≅ )   
generated from C0 by using operators from GL 

• ≅ is a congruence compatible with operational semantics
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Component-based construction
• Glue operators transform set of components into 

components 

• Glue operators gl(B1, B2, .., Bn) 
• model communication mechanisms (protocols, schedulers, buses) 
• restrict the behaviour of their arguments

39

Joseph Sifakis       Distributed Embedded Systems    Nov. 21-24 2005 6

Component-based construction – formal framework

Glue operators transform sets of components into components

B1
gl

B2 Bn B
Semantics

Glue operators 
• model mechanisms used for communication and control 

such as protocols, controllers, buses
• restrict the behavior of their arguments, that is 

gl(C1 ,C2 ,.., Cn)| A1 refines C1
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BIP composition exampleMutual exclusion example
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No restrictions Restrictions from the 

interaction model

Restrictions from the 

priority model

Safety property: 
Mutual exclusion
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BIP composition exampleMutual exclusion example
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interaction model

Restrictions from the 

priority model

Safety property: 
Mutual exclusion
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BIP composition exampleMutual exclusion example
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No restrictions Restrictions from the 

interaction model

Restrictions from the 

priority model

Safety property: 
Mutual exclusion
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Semantics: Interactions

43

Interaction model:              — a set of allowed interactions          � ✓ 2P

Bi = (Qi, Pi,!i), !i ✓ Qi ⇥ 2Pi ⇥Qi, P = ·
[

i

Pi

qi
a\Pi�! q0i (if a \ Pi 6= ;) qi = q0i (if a \ Pi = ;)

q1 . . . qn
a! q01 . . . q

0
n

for each           .a 2 �

Consider a set of n components, such that
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Interaction semantics example

44

No restrictions

Mutual exclusion example
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Component composition

45

The composition of components              parameterized by a 
set of interactions           , is the transition system                 
where                 and     is the least set of transitions satisfying 
the rule:    

 

� ✓ 2P

qi
a\Pi�! q0i (if a \ Pi 6= ;) qi = q0i (if a \ Pi = ;)

q1 . . . qn
a! q01 . . . q

0
n

Definition 2.2. A labeled transition system is a triple
B ¼ ðQ;P;!Þ, where Q is a set of states, P is a set of

communication ports, and ! $ Q% 2P %Q is a set of
transitions, each labeled by an interaction.

For any pair of states q, q0 2 Q, and an interaction a 2 2P ,
we write q !a q0 iff ðq; a; q0Þ 2! .

An interaction a is enabled in state q, denoted q !a , iff
there exists q0 2 Q such that q!a q0. A port p is active iff it
belongs to an enabled interaction.

In BIP, a system can be obtained as the composition of
n components, each modeled by transition systems
Bi ¼ ðQi; Pi;!iÞ, for i 2 ½1; n', such that their sets of ports
are pairwise disjoint: For i; j 2 ½1; n' ði 6¼ jÞ, we have
Pi \ Pj ¼ ;. We take P ¼

Sn
i¼1 Pi, the set of all ports in

the system.

2. The second layer, Interaction, is modeled by the
composition operator parameterized by the set of
allowed interactions.

Definition 2.3. The composition of components fBigni¼1,
parameterized by a set of interactions ! ( 2P , is the transition
system B ¼ ðQ;P;!!Þ, where Q ¼

Nn
i¼1 Qi and !! is the

least set of transitions satisfying the rule

a 2 ! ^ 8i 2 ½1; n'; ða \ Pi 6¼ ; ) qi !i
a\Pi

q0iÞ
ðq1; . . . ; qnÞ!!

a ðq01; . . . ; q0nÞ
; ð1Þ

where qi ¼ q0i for all i 2 ½1; n' such that a \ Pi ¼ ;. We write
B ¼ !ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ.

Notice that an interaction a 2 ! is enabled in
!ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ only if, for each i 2 ½1; n', the interaction a \
Pi is enabled in Bi; the states of components that do not
participate in the interaction remain unchanged. Observe
also that ! defines the set of allowed interactions: It is
possible that an interaction a 2 ! is never enabled in
!ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ.

3. The third layer, Priorities, allows one to restrict
nondeterminism in the product behavior due to the
fact that several distinct interactions can be enabled
at the same time.

Definition 2.4. Given a system B ¼ !ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ, a priority
model " is a strict partial order on !. For a, a0 2 !, we write
a ) a0 iff ða; a0Þ 2 ", which means that interaction a has a
lower priority than interaction a0.

For B ¼ ðQ;P;!Þ and a priority model ", the transition
system "ðBÞ ¼ ðQ;P;!"Þ is defined by the rule

q!a q0 ^ 6 9 a0 : ða ) a0 ^ q!a
0

Þ
q!"

a
q0:

ð2Þ

An interaction is enabled in "ðBÞ only if it is enabled in B
and maximal according to ".

Example 2.5 (Sender/Receivers). Fig. 3a shows a compo-
nent "!ðS;R1; R2; R3Þ obtained by composition of four
atomic components: a sender S and three receivers R1,
R2, and R3. The sender has a port s for sending messages
and each receiver has a port ri ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ for receiving
them. Table 1 specifies ! for four different coordination
schemes.

Rendezvous. This means strong synchronization
between S and all Ri, specified by a single interaction
involving all the ports. This interaction can occur only if
all of the components are in states enabling transitions
labeled, respectively, by s, r1, r2, and r3.

Broadcast. This allows all interactions involving S
and any (possibly empty) subset of Ri. This is specified
by the set of all interactions containing s. These
interactions can occur only if S is in a state enabling s.
Each Ri participates in the interaction only if it is in a
state enabling ri.

Atomic broadcast. A message is either received by all
Ri or by none. Two interactions are possible: s, when at
least one of the receiving ports is not enabled, and the
interaction sr1r2r3, corresponding to a rendezvous.
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Fig. 3. A system with (a) four atomic components and (b) a modulo-8 counter.
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we write q !a q0 iff ðq; a; q0Þ 2! .

An interaction a is enabled in state q, denoted q !a , iff
there exists q0 2 Q such that q!a q0. A port p is active iff it
belongs to an enabled interaction.

In BIP, a system can be obtained as the composition of
n components, each modeled by transition systems
Bi ¼ ðQi; Pi;!iÞ, for i 2 ½1; n', such that their sets of ports
are pairwise disjoint: For i; j 2 ½1; n' ði 6¼ jÞ, we have
Pi \ Pj ¼ ;. We take P ¼

Sn
i¼1 Pi, the set of all ports in

the system.

2. The second layer, Interaction, is modeled by the
composition operator parameterized by the set of
allowed interactions.

Definition 2.3. The composition of components fBigni¼1,
parameterized by a set of interactions ! ( 2P , is the transition
system B ¼ ðQ;P;!!Þ, where Q ¼

Nn
i¼1 Qi and !! is the

least set of transitions satisfying the rule

a 2 ! ^ 8i 2 ½1; n'; ða \ Pi 6¼ ; ) qi !i
a\Pi

q0iÞ
ðq1; . . . ; qnÞ!!

a ðq01; . . . ; q0nÞ
; ð1Þ

where qi ¼ q0i for all i 2 ½1; n' such that a \ Pi ¼ ;. We write
B ¼ !ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ.

Notice that an interaction a 2 ! is enabled in
!ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ only if, for each i 2 ½1; n', the interaction a \
Pi is enabled in Bi; the states of components that do not
participate in the interaction remain unchanged. Observe
also that ! defines the set of allowed interactions: It is
possible that an interaction a 2 ! is never enabled in
!ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ.

3. The third layer, Priorities, allows one to restrict
nondeterminism in the product behavior due to the
fact that several distinct interactions can be enabled
at the same time.

Definition 2.4. Given a system B ¼ !ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ, a priority
model " is a strict partial order on !. For a, a0 2 !, we write
a ) a0 iff ða; a0Þ 2 ", which means that interaction a has a
lower priority than interaction a0.

For B ¼ ðQ;P;!Þ and a priority model ", the transition
system "ðBÞ ¼ ðQ;P;!"Þ is defined by the rule

q!a q0 ^ 6 9 a0 : ða ) a0 ^ q!a
0

Þ
q!"

a
q0:

ð2Þ

An interaction is enabled in "ðBÞ only if it is enabled in B
and maximal according to ".

Example 2.5 (Sender/Receivers). Fig. 3a shows a compo-
nent "!ðS;R1; R2; R3Þ obtained by composition of four
atomic components: a sender S and three receivers R1,
R2, and R3. The sender has a port s for sending messages
and each receiver has a port ri ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ for receiving
them. Table 1 specifies ! for four different coordination
schemes.

Rendezvous. This means strong synchronization
between S and all Ri, specified by a single interaction
involving all the ports. This interaction can occur only if
all of the components are in states enabling transitions
labeled, respectively, by s, r1, r2, and r3.

Broadcast. This allows all interactions involving S
and any (possibly empty) subset of Ri. This is specified
by the set of all interactions containing s. These
interactions can occur only if S is in a state enabling s.
Each Ri participates in the interaction only if it is in a
state enabling ri.

Atomic broadcast. A message is either received by all
Ri or by none. Two interactions are possible: s, when at
least one of the receiving ports is not enabled, and the
interaction sr1r2r3, corresponding to a rendezvous.
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Rendezvous. This means strong synchronization
between S and all Ri, specified by a single interaction
involving all the ports. This interaction can occur only if
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Broadcast. This allows all interactions involving S
and any (possibly empty) subset of Ri. This is specified
by the set of all interactions containing s. These
interactions can occur only if S is in a state enabling s.
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between S and all Ri, specified by a single interaction
involving all the ports. This interaction can occur only if
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labeled, respectively, by s, r1, r2, and r3.
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and any (possibly empty) subset of Ri. This is specified
by the set of all interactions containing s. These
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Semantics: Priority
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Priority model:                       — strict partial order � ✓ 2P ⇥ 2P

for each          .         a 2 2P

Bi = (Qi, Pi,!i), !i ✓ Qi ⇥ 2Pi ⇥Qi, P = ·
[

i

Pi

q
a�! q0 8a � a0, q

a0

6�!
q

a�!� q0

Interaction model:              — a set of allowed interactions          � ✓ 2P

qi
a\Pi�! q0i (if a \ Pi 6= ;) qi = q0i (if a \ Pi = ;)

q1 . . . qn
a! q01 . . . q

0
n

for each           .a 2 �
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Priority semantics example
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No restrictions

Mutual exclusion example
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BIP priority model
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Composability       
Deadlock-freedom is preserved by priority orders: if B is 
deadlock-free then (B,   ) is deadlock-free for any priority 
order    .

Definition 2.2. A labeled transition system is a triple
B ¼ ðQ;P;!Þ, where Q is a set of states, P is a set of

communication ports, and ! $ Q% 2P %Q is a set of
transitions, each labeled by an interaction.

For any pair of states q, q0 2 Q, and an interaction a 2 2P ,
we write q !a q0 iff ðq; a; q0Þ 2! .

An interaction a is enabled in state q, denoted q !a , iff
there exists q0 2 Q such that q!a q0. A port p is active iff it
belongs to an enabled interaction.

In BIP, a system can be obtained as the composition of
n components, each modeled by transition systems
Bi ¼ ðQi; Pi;!iÞ, for i 2 ½1; n', such that their sets of ports
are pairwise disjoint: For i; j 2 ½1; n' ði 6¼ jÞ, we have
Pi \ Pj ¼ ;. We take P ¼

Sn
i¼1 Pi, the set of all ports in

the system.

2. The second layer, Interaction, is modeled by the
composition operator parameterized by the set of
allowed interactions.

Definition 2.3. The composition of components fBigni¼1,
parameterized by a set of interactions ! ( 2P , is the transition
system B ¼ ðQ;P;!!Þ, where Q ¼

Nn
i¼1 Qi and !! is the

least set of transitions satisfying the rule

a 2 ! ^ 8i 2 ½1; n'; ða \ Pi 6¼ ; ) qi !i
a\Pi

q0iÞ
ðq1; . . . ; qnÞ!!

a ðq01; . . . ; q0nÞ
; ð1Þ

where qi ¼ q0i for all i 2 ½1; n' such that a \ Pi ¼ ;. We write
B ¼ !ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ.

Notice that an interaction a 2 ! is enabled in
!ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ only if, for each i 2 ½1; n', the interaction a \
Pi is enabled in Bi; the states of components that do not
participate in the interaction remain unchanged. Observe
also that ! defines the set of allowed interactions: It is
possible that an interaction a 2 ! is never enabled in
!ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ.

3. The third layer, Priorities, allows one to restrict
nondeterminism in the product behavior due to the
fact that several distinct interactions can be enabled
at the same time.

Definition 2.4. Given a system B ¼ !ðB1; . . . ; BnÞ, a priority
model " is a strict partial order on !. For a, a0 2 !, we write
a ) a0 iff ða; a0Þ 2 ", which means that interaction a has a
lower priority than interaction a0.

For B ¼ ðQ;P;!Þ and a priority model ", the transition
system "ðBÞ ¼ ðQ;P;!"Þ is defined by the rule

q!a q0 ^ 6 9 a0 : ða ) a0 ^ q!a
0

Þ
q!"

a
q0:

ð2Þ

An interaction is enabled in "ðBÞ only if it is enabled in B
and maximal according to ".

Example 2.5 (Sender/Receivers). Fig. 3a shows a compo-
nent "!ðS;R1; R2; R3Þ obtained by composition of four
atomic components: a sender S and three receivers R1,
R2, and R3. The sender has a port s for sending messages
and each receiver has a port ri ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ for receiving
them. Table 1 specifies ! for four different coordination
schemes.

Rendezvous. This means strong synchronization
between S and all Ri, specified by a single interaction
involving all the ports. This interaction can occur only if
all of the components are in states enabling transitions
labeled, respectively, by s, r1, r2, and r3.

Broadcast. This allows all interactions involving S
and any (possibly empty) subset of Ri. This is specified
by the set of all interactions containing s. These
interactions can occur only if S is in a state enabling s.
Each Ri participates in the interaction only if it is in a
state enabling ri.

Atomic broadcast. A message is either received by all
Ri or by none. Two interactions are possible: s, when at
least one of the receiving ports is not enabled, and the
interaction sr1r2r3, corresponding to a rendezvous.
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Rendezvous. This means strong synchronization
between S and all Ri, specified by a single interaction
involving all the ports. This interaction can occur only if
all of the components are in states enabling transitions
labeled, respectively, by s, r1, r2, and r3.

Broadcast. This allows all interactions involving S
and any (possibly empty) subset of Ri. This is specified
by the set of all interactions containing s. These
interactions can occur only if S is in a state enabling s.
Each Ri participates in the interaction only if it is in a
state enabling ri.

Atomic broadcast. A message is either received by all
Ri or by none. Two interactions are possible: s, when at
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Compositionality        
Deadlock-freedom is preserved by composition: if      
and              are deadlock-free, then                            is 
deadlock-free.

Example 3 (Producer/consumer). For example 2, the only subgraph G satisfying
the backward closure requirement is the whole dependency graph. Let n1 =
({put, get1, get2}, put p get1) and n2 = ({put, get1, get2}, put p get2). °G contains
two non-trivial elementary circuits ∞1 = (producer, n1, consumer2, n2) and ∞2 =
(producer, n2, consumer1, n1). Since the producer is trivially cooperative wrt. the
pair (put, put), condition (3a) is satisfied. If all three components are deadlock-
free, the system is interaction safe.

Deadlock-Freedom We give some results about deadlock-freedom preservation
for transitions systems with priorities. Similar results have been obtained for
timed transition systems with priorities in [5].

Definition 10 (Deadlock-freedom). A transition system is called deadlock-
free if it has no sink states. A system is deadlock-free if the transition system

with priorities representing it is deadlock-free.

Proposition 4 (Composability). Deadlock-freedom is preserved by priority

orders that is, if B is deadlock-free then (B,¡) is deadlock-free for any priority

order ¡.

Proposition 5 (Compositionality). Deadlock-freedom is preserved by compo-

sition that is, if (B1,¡1) and (B2,¡2) are deadlock-free then (B1,¡1)k(B2,¡2)
is deadlock-free.

Proof. Follows from the fact that composition of behaviors preserves deadlock-
freedom and from the previous proposition.

Proposition 6. Any system obtained by composition of deadlock-free compo-

nents is deadlock-free.

4 Execution Model

Execution models constitute the third layer. They implement constraints which
superposed to interaction constraints further restrict the behavior of a system by
reducing non determinism. They differ from interaction models from a pragmatic
point of view. Interaction models restrict behavior so as to meet global functional
properties, especially properties ensuring harmonious cooperation of components
and integrity of resources. Execution models restrict behavior so as to meet
global performance and efficiency properties. They are often timed and specific
to execution platforms. In that case, they describe scheduling policies which
coordinate system activities by taking into account the dynamics of both the
execution platform and of the system’s environment.

We assume that execution models are also described by priority orders, and
discuss two interesting uses of execution models.
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pair (put, put), condition (3a) is satisfied. If all three components are deadlock-
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timed transition systems with priorities in [5].

Definition 10 (Deadlock-freedom). A transition system is called deadlock-
free if it has no sink states. A system is deadlock-free if the transition system

with priorities representing it is deadlock-free.

Proposition 4 (Composability). Deadlock-freedom is preserved by priority

orders that is, if B is deadlock-free then (B,¡) is deadlock-free for any priority

order ¡.

Proposition 5 (Compositionality). Deadlock-freedom is preserved by compo-

sition that is, if (B1,¡1) and (B2,¡2) are deadlock-free then (B1,¡1)k(B2,¡2)
is deadlock-free.

Proof. Follows from the fact that composition of behaviors preserves deadlock-
freedom and from the previous proposition.

Proposition 6. Any system obtained by composition of deadlock-free compo-

nents is deadlock-free.

4 Execution Model

Execution models constitute the third layer. They implement constraints which
superposed to interaction constraints further restrict the behavior of a system by
reducing non determinism. They differ from interaction models from a pragmatic
point of view. Interaction models restrict behavior so as to meet global functional
properties, especially properties ensuring harmonious cooperation of components
and integrity of resources. Execution models restrict behavior so as to meet
global performance and efficiency properties. They are often timed and specific
to execution platforms. In that case, they describe scheduling policies which
coordinate system activities by taking into account the dynamics of both the
execution platform and of the system’s environment.

We assume that execution models are also described by priority orders, and
discuss two interesting uses of execution models.
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Priorities

Interactions

B E H A V I O U R1. Components notify the 
Engine about enabled 
transitions. 

2. The Engine picks an 
interaction and instructs 
the components.
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